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PRESS RELEASE
SICAT OPTISLEEP without CBCT scan – New approach for treating snoring and sleep apnea

STREAMLINED WORKFLOW ENHANCES PATIENT COMFORT
The workflow for ordering the SICAT OPTISLEEP therapeutic appliance is straightforward for the dentist. Initially, an optical impres-
sion of the patient‘s upper and lower jaw and the desired jaw relation is captured. Afterwards, the therapeutic appliance can be 
ordered via SICAT‘s customer platform, the SICAT Portal. The dentist completes a PDF order form and uploads it alongside the optical 
impression in a zip file through the portal.

„By introducing the new workflow for the OPTISLEEP therapeutic appliance without a CBCT scan, we‘re setting another milestone in 
our efforts to enable the treatment of sleep disorders such as snoring and sleep apnea. Our goal has always been to simplify access 
to effective treatment options while maximizing patient comfort. This step reaffirms our dedication to pioneering and prioritizing 
patient-focused solutions,“ states SICAT CEO Jochen Kusch.

FREE RESOURCES AND INFORMATION MATERIAL
For further information, SICAT provides a comprehensive Quick Guide as well as the required order form in the download section at 
sicat.com. Detailed information on the SICAT OPTISLEEP therapeutic appliance and SICAT‘s solutions in the field of sleep medicine 
can also be found in the product section of SICAT’s corporate website.

For more information on SICAT‘s offerings, visit sicat.com and SICAT‘s social media profiles Facebook, LinkedIn und Instagram.
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ABOUT SICAT
As a leading innovator in the dental industry, SICAT develops and markets 3D-based analysis and planning software, surgical guides, 
and therapeutic appliances for various dental disciplines such as implantology, functional dentistry, sleep medicine, and endodon-
tology and is a partner for dental practices, clinics, and dental laboratories worldwide. With its wide range of product solutions, SICAT 
paves the ground for advanced digital dentistry. Multiple data sources such as 3D X-ray, optical impressions, jaw movement data, and 
2D intraoral sensor images can be combined with each other – for increased efficiency and quality of treatment. SICAT was founded 
in 2004 as a joint venture between HICAT GmbH and Sirona Dental Systems GmbH and is based in Bonn, Germany. Since the 100% 
takeover by HICAT GmbH on January 1, 2019, SICAT operates as a completely independent company.

SICAT introduces a new workflow for the OPTISLEEP therapeutic appliance

Bonn, Germany. 28.02.2024 – As a leading innovator in the dental industry, SICAT unveils a new approach for address-
ing snoring and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). With a relentless focus on streamlining processes, enhancing the patient 
experience, and easing the pathway to effective treatment, SICAT introduces a new workflow based on optical impressions.  
Dentists can now order SICAT’s proven OPTISLEEP without the previously needed CBCT scan of the patient. 
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